Drafting Supply List

(Items Available at Binders – some items may be found at Sam Flax Art Supplies, Dick Blick or on Amazon)

Non-photo blue pencil
Drafting dots—Koh-I-Noor or Chartpak
Sharpie-Ultra fine point and fine point permanent black marker
Stabilo OHPen Universal, size S, F and M
Staedtler, Faber Castel, or Micron pen set (005, 01, 02, 03, 05, 08)
Mechanical pencil .5 or .7mm, HB lead or similar
Chartpak Pickett Circle Master Template
Art Alternatives Professional All Purpose Template
Alvin Clear 30-60 Degree 8” Triangle
Alvin Clear 45-90 Degree 8” Triangle
Art Alternatives Triangular Architecture Scale
Art Alternatives Triangular Engineering Scale
Roll of trace paper, 12”
Pentel Fiber Tip Sign Pen, Black and Red
Parallel Glider

Optional:
Prismacolor Premier Color Pencil 72 Set
Art Alternatives Scholastic compass
Flexible curve 16” or 18”. Either Alvin Truflex or Art Alternatives
Gridded vellum 11”x17”, 50 sheet pad, Clear print No.1000HP-10 if you can get it
AD Marker List for Rendering

*AD Markers, chisel tip. Best found at Sam Flax

Existing Trees
- Willow Green

Shade Trees
- Apple Green

Flowering Trees
- Light Flesh
- Flesh
- Salmon
- Deep Salmon

Evergreen Trees
- Light Mint
- Mint
- Apple Green

Shrubs
- Apple Green
- Nile Green
- Mint
- Light Mint
- Chrome Green
- Light Olive
- Celery
- Yellow Green
- Moss Green

Perennials / Ground Covers
- Willow Green
- Mint
- Light Mint
- Pale Lime
- Celery
- Light Violet
- Bright Orchid

Turf
- Grass Green

Seasonal Color
- Light Flesh
- Flesh
- Salmon
- Deep Salmon

Hardscapes
- Warm Grey 1-4
- Cool Grey 1-5

Pine Straw / Mulch
- Light Ivy

Pool / Water Features
- Crystal Blue
- Light Blue
- Frost Blue